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● A. Debt related processes on global level

IMF and World Bank Annual Meetings
On 15-17 October, the World Bank (WB) and
International Monetary Fund (IMF) met for their
Annual Meetings, under the shadow of the Doing
Business Report scandal. Business as usual
prevailed over the need for genuine reform to
address critical governance and ethical issues in the
WB, as well as challenging the debt and climate
crises, interest rate increases and growing inequality.

While in 2020 debt was at the center of the debate,
with the Debt Service Suspension Initiative (DSSI)
and Common Framework, during this year’s
meetings, including the G20 Finance Ministers
meeting, the debt problems were widely overlooked,
as if the G20 and the Bretton Woods institutions
thought that their job in solving the debt crisis was
done. Considering the meagre results of the DSSI
(ending in a few weeks), and the Common
Framework failing so far to provide any concrete
results in a timely and comprehensive manner, the
idea that the tools in place will deliver is bordering on
delusional and remarkably irresponsible. The
absolute lack of action by the G20 and the BWI to
tackle the debt crisis, marks a stark contrast to the
proposals made by leaders of the global south at the
recent United Nations General Assembly.

Read Eurodad’s full reaction, “BWI Annual Meetings
2021: Political games while the world burns”, that
covers the DBR scandal, allocation of rich countries
unused Special Drawing Rights and the debt crisis.

Eurodad participated in the Civil Society Policy
Forum that precedes the Annuals with several
events, including the panel on the IMF surcharges: “A
necessary tool or counter-productive obstacle to a
just and green recovery?”. Read the Bretton Woods
Project’s notes on the event here.

For more information on the outcomes of the
annuals, please check the Bretton Woods Project
dispatch.

G20 Summit
G20 leaders met in Rome on 30-31 October to
address what they termed “today’s most pressing
global challenges”. No meaningful new decisions
were taken. The photo opportunity with G20 leaders
throwing a coin into the Trevi fountain was a potent
symbol of what the Summit turned out to be: wishful
thinking without any action.

On debt, the G20 keeps praising the Common
Framework as an effective solution against debt
distress, while referring to vague “enhancements” in
the final communiqué. According to a Bloomberg
article, the G20 finance ministers had proposals on
their table to improve the effectiveness of the
Common Framework, including a debt payments
standstill to those countries applying for debt
treatment to be implemented on a case by case
basis, but could not agree upon them.

The inability to grasp the gravity of the debt situation,
the blind confidence that the Common Framework
will deliver and the fact that global south indebted
countries are not sitting at the G20 table,
demonstrate yet again that the G20 is not the right
forum to design and manage debt resolution
initiatives.

Read Eurodad’s full reaction: “Inaction and wishful
thinking: G20 summit shows why we must go back to
true multilateralism”

UNGA

The 76th Session of the UN General Assembly
(UNGA 76) 2021 concluded on 27 September. This
year's Assembly was marked by the growing number
of calls for reform of the international financial
architecture. Eurodad collected a list of the relevant
speeches on this issue.

UNCTAD XV

UNCTAD’s quadrennial conference (UNCTAD XV), in
which the mandate of the organisation for the
following years is decided, took place on 3-7 October.
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The UNCTAD Civil Society Forum took place on
22-24 September.

The first ministerial roundtable on Scaling up
financing for development (recording and summary
available) was focused on sovereign debt. Barbados
Prime Minister Mia Mottley called for systemic
change on the debt and trade systems, UNCTAD
Secretary-General, Rebeca Grynspan, called for “a
more comprehensive approach to sovereign debt
restructuring and relief” and Argentina’s Minister of
Finance Martín Guzmán called for a better
multilateralism, including a multilateral debt resolution
framework.

UNCTAD’s member states adopted the Bridgetown
Covenant (negotiated outcome document which
outlines the UNCTAD mandate for the coming period)
and the Spirit of Speightstown (the political
declaration). In relation to debt, it includes the
recognition of the need “to examine ways to improve
the architecture for sovereign debt restructuring
involving private sector creditors and to implement
initiatives that contribute to debt sustainability in
developing countries'' (paragraph 89). A rather
unambitious and disappointing outcome. Check out

here the Civil Society joint declaration presented at
UNCTAD XV.

COP26

The 26th Conference of the Parties (COP26), that
took place in Glasgow between 31 October and 12
November, was the main opportunity in two years for
climate action negotiations, and instead turned out to
be the most exclusive UN climate change conference
in years. It also failed to deliver on climate finance,
loss and damage and adaptation.

Read the Eurodad analysis of COP26 here: Has
COP26 delivered enough on climate finance to drive
the ambition that vulnerable communities need?

Our members and partners’ reactions:
● COP26 takeaways: Rich polluters still refuse

to pay climate debt, Jubilee Debt Campaign
● Cost of climate change in poor countries to

run up to US$1.2 trillion per year by 2060,
APMDD

Finally, a complete official list of the COP26
outcomes can be found here.

B. Selected country and regional updates

● Belize: Making sense of Belize's Blue Bond
Proposal

Lauded by its proponents as a “ground-breaking” and
“innovative approach,” the Belize Blue Bond proposal
raises concerns upon closer review and is likely to
turn into a costly missed opportunity for everyone
involved.
This Eurodad analysis is particularly time-sensitive,
considering the latest declarations from other
countries to use the same scheme.

● Mozambique: Credit Suisse has been fined
for its role in the hidden debt scandal.

The £147 million fine against the London branch of
Credit Suisse involved in the secret loan scandal will
go to the UK Treasury. Jubilee Debt Campaign
launched the End the Mozambique debt scandal
petition asking for the proceeds to go to Mozambican

people, the real victims of the scandal, as the fraud
ultimately cost Mozambique’s economy $11bn and
pushed an estimated 2 million people into poverty.

● Argentina: Informe: Situación y negociación
de la deuda argentina (ES)

The two Latindadd briefings (available only in
Spanish) analyse the debt situation in Argentina,
currently going through a deep debt crisis.

● Debt restructuring news
Eurodad regularly updates this document with the
latest news on debt restructuring processes taking
place in the global south. You are welcome to add
your suggestions.
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C. New Resources and updates

Debt pandemic data updated
Eurodad published an updated infographic to
highlight the increasing impact of debt and the
Covid-19 pandemic in the global south. The
infographic follows the analysis published earlier in
2021 “A debt pandemic: Dynamics and implications
of the debt crisis of 2020”.

Global Days of Action for Justice and Debt
Cancellation
On 14-30 October, the Global Days of Action for
Justice and Debt Cancellation took place. The
movement calls for a series of demands endorsed by
more than 600 organisations in 2020.

On 29 October the day after Asia-wide actions
demanding debt cancellation, we witnessed different
forms of art and speeches at the “Rise to the beat of
debt cancellation” online rally, to emphasise the
demands for debt cancellation as a key step towards
the survival of people and the planet.

No climate justice without debt justice! Campaign
More than 243 CSOs endorsed the “No Climate
Justice without Debt Justice” statement, The main
action of the campaign was a Twitter storm in
conjunction with the Global Strike organised by
Fridays for Future, on 22 October, using the hashtag
#ClimateDebtJustice. Throughout the whole day and
the days that followed, hundreds of activists shared
the campaign demands, visuals and other resources,
including a video that reached over 4.200 views.

Resources on debt and climate
● “The climate emergency: what’s debt got to

do with it?”, Eurodad, October 2021
● Skilling up to Scale up: A guide to COP26 for

development finance organisations, Eurodad,
October 2021

● “In-depth Q&A: What is ‘climate justice’?”,
Carbon Brief, October 2021

● “Four reasons why cancelling debt is
essential if we want to tackle the climate
crisis”, Jubilee Debt Campaign (October
2021)

● “Debt and the climate crisis: a perfect storm”,
CSO coalition, September 2021 (Spanish
version here)

● “Analysis of international climate finance in
Latin America and the Caribbean, from a

climate and financial justice approach”,
Latinadd, September 2021

● “New figures on climate finance: The good,
the bad, the disturbing and what's missing”,
Eurodad, September 2021

● “Debt and climate justice”, Debt Wednesdays
training course session, Eurodad, June 2021

● “How Debt and Climate Change Pose
‘Systemic Risk’ to World Economy”, The New
York Times, April 2021

The updated list of resources on debt and climate is
downloadable here.

Eurodad Policy Forum
Eurodad’s bi-annual Policy Forum took place on
22-25 November.
It featured public webinars, strategy meetings and
training sessions. An overview of the events is
available here, and the open sessions have been
uploaded to Eurodad’s Youtube channel.

On Wednesday we co-hosted, together with
Erlassjahr.de, a workshop on Global debt crises –
what role for the Central and Eastern Europe and the
Commonwealth of Independent States (CEE/CIS)
region?
We discussed the debt situation in the region,
analysed specific countries’ situations and shared our
priorities and capacity-building needs going forward.
A report of the workshop will be sent to participants.
Write a message to icrotti@eurodad.org if you would
like to receive it as well.

Eurodad’s guide to IMF surcharges
IMF surcharges are a system of fees on loans from
this institution which place an unfair burden on
vulnerable countries that are in need of financial
support. 14 countries are set to pay US$ 7.9 billion in
surcharges over the next few years. This is 10 times
more than what rich countries have given for IMF
debt cancellation since the beginning of the
pandemic. As part of the upcoming IMF review of its
surcharge policy, this system of punitive fees must be
immediately suspended and eventually eliminated.

The guide is available here. It includes an explainer
on how IMF surcharges work, an assessment of the
global costs imposed by them on countries borrowing
from the IMF and a country-by-country snapshot.
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Members resources
● “No more loans? How creditors torpedo debt

relief initiatives”, Erlassjahr.de, EN/DE.
The discussion paper on the market-access narrative
analyses how the debt relief initiatives established in
the context of the Covid-19 crisis threaten to fail
because poorer countries are reluctant to participate.
One reason for this is the claim made primarily by
private creditors that the beneficiaries of debt relief
exclude themselves long-term from the capital
market. However, more important than any
short-term downgrade of participating countries is the
question whether the debt relief goes far enough to
facilitate an economic restart.

● “The IIF & debt relief: how the Institute of
International Finance lobbies to prevent
private debt relief for developing countries”,
SOMO, EN.

The report provides insights on the structure, role
and methods used by the Institute of International
Finance (IIF). It exposes how the IIF has been given
a privileged role by the G20 to facilitate debt relief by
private creditors to the poorest countries but has
failed to deliver debt payment suspension or
cancellation under the G20 DSSI.

● “Lower income countries spend five times
more on debt than dealing with climate
change”,Jubilee Debt Campaign, EN.

The briefing exposes how lower income countries are
spending over five times more on external debt
payments than projects to protect people from the
impacts of climate change. The figures, covered by
The Guardian, show that 34 countries are spending
$5.4 billion a year on adjusting to the impacts of

climate change already underway, but $29.4 billion
on debt payments which leave the country.

● Vulnerability Atlas, Latindadd and Jubilee
USA. EN/ES/PT

The Atlas is an interactive tool to understand how
multiple vulnerabilities affect 24 countries in Latin
America and the Caribbean. It presents a broad
range of socio-economic, financial and environmental
factors that together give a holistic picture of the
damage being done by the greatest global economic
crisis since the 1920s.

● “Debt and pandemic in middle-income
countries”, Latindadd, Eurodad, Afrodad,
Jubilee USA and APMDD. EN/ESP

The briefing looks at the vulnerabilities and impacts
of the crisis on middle-income countries. It explores
the limitations of the G20 initiatives and looks at
strategic debt solutions to facilitate middle-income
countries a way out of the pandemic.

● “No relief in sight: French private financial
institutions demand debt service repayment
despite the Covid crisis”, Oxfam and the
French Debt and Development Platform. FR

The report highlights the French private sector's role
in the debt situation of developing countries, its
consequences and the risks that will come from a
new debt crisis. The full report is available in French
only: “Surendettement des pays en développement :
les banques françaises dans le viseur”

D. Upcoming Events

An overview of the official events in 2022 is available here. In the next months, it is relevant to highlight:

● 23-27 January: UN LDC5 conference
● 22-24 April: IMF and WB Spring Meetings
● 9-11 May: International Debt Management

Conference, 13th session
● 26-27 May: Public Debt Management

Conference

● 25-27 May: 5th edition of the Interdisciplinary
Sovereign Debt Research and Management
Conference (DebtCon5). Call for papers
open till 15 December.

Follow us on Twitter (@Eurodad) for regular updates.

This briefing has been produced with the financial assistance of the European
Union, Bread for the World and the Open Society Foundations. The contents
of this publication are the sole responsibility of Eurodad, and the authors of
this report and can in no way be taken to reflect the views of the funders.
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